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The children have had lots of fun outdoors making nests and homes for creatures.
They have loved watching our tadpoles too—we can’t wait for them to grow even
bigger! Mrs Turner, our student volunteer, has been creating some new labels for
the children’s milk. Soon, the children will be finding their own label in a morning
and putting it on their milk ready to drink at some point during the day.
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Phonics
This week our sound of the week is ‘w’, next week it will be ’x’ (the picture of the person
doing exercise). Remember that you can watch ‘Jolly Songs’ on Youtube. Our song of the
week will be ‘The Days of the Week song’.
Maths
We are thinking about ‘lots’ and ‘a few’ this week in maths and which boxes have the most
or the least things in. We have been practising our accurate counting by touching / moving
objects and saying the number as we do so. We will be really practising our number rhyme
next week which I will send home to you soon.
Story Sacks
We are still looking for helpers to support us in finishing off our wonderful story sacks that
go alongside our reading canon books :) Please speak to me if you are interested as we
would love more people to be involved, thank you (they are hanging above the pigeon holes
in the cloakroom!).
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School places—Nursery 2s
Please remember to confirm your school place, thank you.
Eureka
Please return your Eureka reply slip ASAP so that I can organise the train tickets for helpers
please. We would appreciate payment to the office as soon as you can—thanks :)
PCSOs
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Warmer weather
Now that we’ll (hopefully) be seeing snippets of sunshine, please ensure, that on sunny
days ,you send your child into school with a named sunhat and suncream on. Please also
send a named bottle of suncream into school so that it can be reapplied on super hot days.
Thank you.

Next Wednesday PCSOs Sharon and Jonny will be visiting us with their police van.
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Tues 15th May—AM and Beg of Week children to Eureka
Thurs 17th May—PM and End of Week children to Eureka
Tuesday 5th June—eggs arrive in Nursery
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1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 days, Each day different and every day new.
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